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ISLAM AND SLAVERY [1]

Author(s):
Barnabas Fund [2]
Samuel Green [3]

Source Item:
ISLAM AND SLAVERY [4]
Summary:
One of the ways I have seen Muslim leaders promote Islam is by talking about the glory of the Islamic civilization.
The Islamic empire is said to be a system of justice and responsible for everything good in the world. Very often
when these claims are made the Western Christian civilization is criticised as corrupt and brutal. This approach to
promoting Islam is successful for a few reasons: Most Westerners feel some shame over the history of their
empires, and so when a speaker attacks Western culture they acknowledge these faults. Most Westerners have
little knowledge of Islamic history, and so assume that what the Islamic leader says about the Islamic empire must
be true. Hence in the study of Islam in the West, the dominant convention is that a critical approach is reserved
for the Christian past but forbidden for the Muslim past. ... The net result is a romantic picture of the history of
Islam avoiding and sometimes denying such issues as the jihadists’ slaughter and massive enslavement of
traditional African believers. (John Alembillah Azumah, The Legacy of Arab-Islam in Africa, pp. xiv-xv.) In this
article I invite you to begin to learn about Islam's involvement in slavery. Islam has had a major role in the history
of slavery beginning with Muhammad, and taking slaves from Europe across to Indonesia and down into Africa.
But unlike the Western empires, Islam has never apologised and feels no shame. In fact Muslim leaders boast of
their empire as the "Golden Period" and hide its corruption and brutality.

Women, the Inferior Species in Islam [5]

Author(s):
Abdullah Sameer [6]

Source Item:
Women, the Inferior Species in Islam [7]
Summary:
Islam is a religion by men for men. The narrative of Islam empowers women is just not true. Islam may have given
women some rights that they did not have, but it also froze their rights in time so that they could never get any
more. As well, many of the rights are very one-sided in Islam. Wouldn’t it make more sense for God to send

general principles such as “treat women well” that we could apply to each culture rather than strict rules that
would soon become outdated in modern societies? To start with, here is a fascinating quote that sums up the
entire argument: "If I were to command anyone to make prostration before another I would command women to
prostrate themselves before their husbands, because of the special right over them given to husbands by Allah."
(Abu Dawud, 2140)

Does Islam Allow Sex with Female Captives of War? [8]

Author(s):
Abdullah Sameer [6]

Source Item:
Does Islam Allow Sex with Female Captives of War? [9]
Summary:
One of the big moral issues with the Quran is its explicit permission to have sex with female captives of war. Some
believers claim that Islam came with the perfect moral system and way of life, and that Prophet Muhammad was
the primary example of this type of perfection. Does the Quran really allow this? We will look at this first and then
quote hadith next. Brother Ismail who left Islam after 15 years of defending Islam and Prophet Muhammad
actually mentioned this issue in his first video he made after leaving Islam. Let us look at the evidence: Admin:
Answer is yes it is allowed

Intercourse with a slave woman is not regarded as zina (adultery) [10]

Author(s):
IslamQA [11]

Source Item:
Intercourse with a slave woman is not regarded as zina (adultery) [12]
Summary:
Allaah has permitted intimacy with a slave woman if the man owns her. This is not regarded as adultery as
suggested in the question. Allaah says, describing the believers (interpretation of the meaning): “those who guard
their chastity (i.e. private parts, from illegal sexual acts) Except from their wives or (the slaves) that their right
hands possess,__ for then, they are free from blame” [al-Mu’minoon 23:5] What is meant by “those whom their
right hands possess” is slave women or concubines. See also question no. 10382, 12562. Once this is understood,
it should be noted that what is suggested in the question, that this was zina, never occurred to the Sahaabah (may
Allaah be pleased with them). What they were asking about was the ruling on practicing ‘azl with the slave
women whom they had acquired in the course of jihad.

MP Kris Hopkins warns Keighley is 'top of list' for Asian child sex grooming gangs
[13]


Source Item:
MP Kris Hopkins warns Keighley is 'top of list' for Asian child sex grooming gangs [14]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/10/2016
Summary:
KEIGHLEY has been described as being at the "top of the list" for organised groups of Asian men grooming young
white girls by the town's MP. Kris Hopkins was speaking after 12 men who raped or sexually abused a teenage
girl were today locked up for a total of more than 143 years.

The Asian sex grooming scandal in Rotherham continues: Now a court has given
lifetime anonymity to four men who preyed on a vulnerable girl for years. What IS
going on? [15]

Source Item:
The Asian sex grooming scandal in Rotherham continues: Now a court has given lifetime anonymity to four men
who preyed on a vuln [16]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
28/10/2016
Summary:
Rotherham Council sought to prevent 'Child G’ sex abuse by four men The girl is vulnerable and comes from an
impoverished and broken home In 2012, her situation came to attention of social workers and it was feared she
was involved in inappropriate relationships with many older Asian men She was found in August in a hotel with
condoms, drugs and an Asian man Two men, known as LL and MM, were arrested on suspicion of trafficking’

Child Protection Expert: Whistleblower Speaks [17]

Author(s):
Anonymous [18]

Source Item:
Child Protection Expert: Whistleblower Speaks [19]
Summary:
In August 2016, an ex Detective from the Metropolitan Police gave an interview to Brian Gerrish at UK Column
about his experiences of cover ups involving paedophiles and the apathy within the police when dealing with
children who are vulnerable and victims of sexual crimes. It also raises the issue of police whistleblowers and the
lengths those higher up will go to, to protect fellow ranks and the damage caused. It is an excellent listen.
Although it is an hour long, it is worth listening to. Admin: This helps explain a great deal about the Rotherham

(and other places) grooming gangs cover-up

Sikh And Hindu Groups Warn Of Cologne Style Sex Attack, Tell Government To
Learn From Rotherham [20]

Source Item:
Sikh And Hindu Groups Warn Of Cologne Style Sex Attack, Tell Government To Learn From Rotherham [21]
News Date:
26/10/2016
Summary:
Some or the largest Hindu and Sikh organisations in Britain have warned of Cologne-style “mass, planned rape
and sexual assault”, urging the British government to learn lessons from Rotherham and crack down on Muslim
violence against white and Asian non-Muslim women. In a joint statement, the Hindu Council UK (HCUK), the
largest Hindu umbrella body in the country, the Sikh Awareness Society, a leading independent Sikh advisory
board, and The Sikh Media Monitoring Group have called for the British government to recognise “the targeting
of non-Muslim women” as a specific “hate crime”.

It's time to stop using the word 'Asians' (for Muslims) [22]

Source Item:
It's time to stop using the word 'Asians' (for Muslims) [23]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
08/06/2012
Summary:
Is it time to stop using the word "Asian"? In recent weeks Britain's Sikh and Hindu communities have complained
angrily about the use of the misleading term in reporting of the Rochdale grooming convictions of men of Muslim
Pakistani descent. Headlines like “Asian grooming – why we need to talk about sex crime”, “Child sex grooming:
the Asian question”, and “Grooming offences committed mostly by Asian men, says ex-Barnardo's chief” show the
problem.

Rotherham Council helped four Asian men win lifelong ANONYMITY despite fears
they were grooming a white teenage girl [24]

Source Item:
Rotherham Council helped four Asian men win lifelong ANONYMITY despite fears they were grooming a white
teenage giirl [25]

Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
26/10/2016
Summary:
Teenager was found in hotel with man with booze, drugs and condoms Rotherham Council went to court to keep
the girl away from four men But dropped attempt to secure final injunction over 'insufficient evidence' Decision
has helped the grooming suspects keep their names secret

Evil rapist who grabbed young woman in street a 'danger' to women [26]

Source Item:
Evil rapist who grabbed young woman in street a 'danger' to women [27]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
24/10/2016
Summary:
A dangerous rapist who grabbed a young woman in the street and forced himself on her has been told by top
judges he cannot complain about his sentence. ... But his appeal bid was rejected by three of the country’s most
senior judges, who said the sentence was justified in light of his “shocking” crimes.

Detective tipped off one of Rotherham grooming gang, court hears [28]

Source Item:
Detective tipped off one of Rotherham grooming gang, court hears [29]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
20/10/2016
Summary:
A corrupt detective tipped off one of the Rotherham grooming gang about potential arrests, a court has heard.
One of the 12 complainants involved in the grooming trial at Sheffield crown court said her abuser was a drug
dealer who used to stash about £40,000 in shoeboxes in his car.



Muslim ‘Anti-Radicalism Advisor’ For UK Government Arrested For Multiple Rapes
And Then Threatening To Murder The Victims If They Said Anything [30]

Source Item:
Muslim ‘Anti-Radicalism Advisor’ For UK Government Arrested For Multiple Rapes And Then Threatening To
Murder The Victims [31]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
19/10/2016
Summary:
There is an old European folk tale that goes by many names, but is commonly known as the Farmer and the Viper.
In the story, a farmer finds a baby viper dying from the cold winter weather. He brings the viper inside his home
and nurses it back to health, upon which almost immediately after regaining his senses the viper bites the farmer
and delivers a lethal dose of venom.

Eight Men Convicted of Child Sex Offences in Rotherham [32]

Source Item:
Eight Men Convicted of Child Sex Offences in Rotherham [33]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
17/10/2016
Summary:
Eight men were found guilty on Monday of waging what prosecutors called an “utterly abhorrent” campaign of
sexual violence and intimidation against young girls in the Rotherham area of northern England 13 years ago.

Vulnerable schoolgirl 'raped by at least 60 men after being preyed upon by Asian
grooming gang' [34]

Source Item:
Vulnerable schoolgirl 'raped by at least 60 men after being preyed upon by Asian grooming gang' [35]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
14/10/2016
Summary:
A schoolgirl was raped by at least 60 men by members of a horrific paedophile grooming gang - a court has heard.
A jury at the Old Bailey was told the girl were subjected to "horrific sexual assault on a massive scale" by a child
sex gang in Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire. A close friend was also allegedly raped by two of the gang.

Paedophile Imam Who Molested Girls at Mosque Flees to Bangladesh [36]


Source Item:
Paedophile Imam Who Molested Girls at Mosque Flees to Bangladesh [37]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
14/10/2016
Summary:
A paedophilic Imam and father of seven found guilty of sexually assaulting two young girls has fled to Bangladesh
to avoid being jailed. Hifiz Rahman, 57, absconded on Saturday, the day after being found guilty of five counts of
indecent assault at Wolverhampton Crown Court, committed at Queens Cross Mosque in Dudley in the 1980s.
Admin: Why was he free to abscond?

Grooming Gang Statistics [38]


Sharia Watch
Source Item:
Grooming Gang Statistics [39]



Genocidal Rape of the Yazidis [40]

[40]
Summary:
WARNING: Description of the death by rape of a nine year old. Genocidal rape and slavery of the Zoroastrian
Yazidis as per Muslim teachings.

Muslim father rapes his daughter as punishment because she had become 'too
Westernised' living in Norway [41]

Source Item:
Muslim father rapes his daughter as punishment because she had become 'too Westernised' living in Norway [42]
Country:
Norway
News Date:
11/10/2016
Summary:
The man, in his 40s has been charged with rape and incest after he attacked his daughter in their
family home
The daughter ran out of the house in the city of Fredrikstad and told a passing postman who called
the police
The daughter told police she had been punished by her father for living a Western lifestyle



Teen found hanged in children's home weeks after reporting sex abuse carer with
note saying: 'I hate him so much' [43]

Source Item:
Teen found hanged in children's home weeks after reporting sex abuse carer with note saying: 'I hate him so
much' [44]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
11/10/2016
Summary:

Aaron Leafe, from Nottingham, gave a statement telling police the evil crimes of Anwar Ismail but
was said to be scared he wouldn't be believed

Black Country Imam guilty of child sex charges [45]

Source Item:
Black Country Imam guilty of child sex charges [46]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
08/10/2016
Summary:
A religious teacher, who practised as an Imam at Dudley and Cradley Heath [47] mosques has been convicted of
sexually abusing two pupils over 30 years ago.

Sexual grooming of young Sikh girls by Muslim men - BBC Inside Out Sept-2-2013



[48]

[48]
Summary:
***** ATTENTION SIKH PARENTS, YOUNG BOYS & GIRLS *****WHY are Muslim Men Targeting Young Sikh
Girls For Prostitution in UK ??- Are "all those" who wear Khandas and Karas belong to Sikh Faith ??- Is there a
NEED to Be Cautious Here in USA ?- Is Your Young Girl or Boy Talking to You Freely.?- Are you Taking Any
ACTION to Prevent this in our Society ??- What You Need to Teach Your Young Teenager?- Watch this BBC
Documentary Inside Out Shown in UK Today.

Birmingham City Council hid links between Asian cabbies and child sex victims for
23 years [49]

Source Item:
Birmingham City Council hid links between Asian cabbies and child sex victims for 23 years [50]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
14/11/2014

"Christian Girls are only Meant for One Thing, the Pleasure of Muslim Men" [51]

Author(s):
Raymond Ibrahim [52]
Gatestone Institute [53]

Source Item:

"Christian Girls are only Meant for One Thing, the Pleasure of Muslim Men" [54]
Summary:
Recently in Iraq, 19 Yazidi girls were placed in iron cages and burned alive in front of a crowd of hundreds, for
refusing to copulate with jihadis.
"Religious minority women under IS [Islamic State] control are often repeatedly sold from jihadi to jihadi. Once
militants get tired of raping and abusing one particular girl, they usually sell them off to one of their militant
buddies so they can rape and abuse them at their own pleasure." — Samuel Smith, The Christian Post.
After their children were abducted by the Islamic State, a couple answered their door to find the body parts of
their daughters and a video of them being tortured and raped.
"Christian girls are considered goods to be damaged at leisure. Abusing them is a right. According to the
community's mentality it is not even a crime. Muslims regard them as spoils of war." — Local residents, Pakistan.
Echoed in this report from UK: reported by a ticket inspector to have shouted at her [55]: “All white women are
only good for one thing. For men like me to fuck and use like trash. That’s all women like you are worth.”
http://www.westmonster.com/racist-outburst-from-newcastle-sex-and-drug-gang-member/#.WYwSAbkGY1A.twitte
r [56]

Fareeda's fate - rape, prison and 25 lashes [57]

Source Item:
Fareeda's fate - rape, prison and 25 lashes [58]
Country:
Pakistan
News Date:
17/09/2006
Summary:
Up to 80 per cent of women in Pakistan's jails are charged under rules that penalise rape victims. But hardliners
have vetoed an end to the Islamic laws

Germany Imports Child Marriage [59]

Author(s):
Soeren Kern [60]
Gatestone Institute [53]

Source Item:
Germany Imports Child Marriage [61]
Summary:

The true number of child marriages in Germany is believed to be much higher than the official statistics suggest
because many are being concealed.
In May, an appeals court in Bamberg recognized the marriage of a 15-year-old Syrian girl to her 21-year-old
cousin. The ruling effectively legalized Sharia child marriages in Germany.
"Religious or cultural justifications obscure the simple fact that older, perverse men are abusing young girls." —
Rainer Wendt, head of the German police union.
"This is not a question of tolerance and openness, but a question of the protection of children and minors. We
therefore need a clear rule: Assessing the marriageable age of a person ... will in the future always be
determined by German law." — Bavarian Justice Minister Winfried Bausback.

Oktoberfest sex attacks: Australian woman raped after gang of men ambush her at
festival [62]

Source Item:
Oktoberfest sex attacks: Australian woman raped after gang of men ambush her at festival [63]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
04/10/2016
Summary:
As the tourist wandered into the bushes a group of men approached her. According to the police, the woman was
then raped by one member of the group. Although the attack took place in the early evening of 22nd September,
the sixth day of the 16-day Oktoberfest, it was not included in the police’s mid-festival crime report as they
claimed it had taken place outside of the main site.

Christian girl kidnapped, raped because family refused to convert to Islam [64]

Source Item:
Christian girl kidnapped, raped because family refused to convert to Islam [65]
Country:
Pakistan
News Date:
06/10/2016
Summary:
According to a 2014 report by the NGO Movement of Solidarity and Peace, as many as 700 Christian girls
in Pakistan are kidnapped and forced into Islamic marriages every year. Many times, the police fail to take
action….

'All Australian women are sluts and deserve to be raped' [66]

Source Item:
'All Australian women are sluts and deserve to be raped' [67]
Country:
Australia
News Date:
05/10/2016
Summary:
A Pakistani migrant taxi driver declared 'all Australian women are sluts and deserve to be raped', asked female
passengers if they were virgins and 'groped' the thigh of a woman he picked up from a bar late at night, a tribunal
has heard.

White women grabbed by Muslims and raped [68]


[68]
Summary:
This seems to be occurring on a regular basis now in Europe. Groups of Muslim men are enforcing their own
Sharia Law which says non-Muslim women can be raped, stolen from, beaten, etc. Try to spot the two white
women being dragged into the subway terminal to be raped. The dark haired woman wears a striped top while the
blonde wears a light colored top

Four jailed for torturing 16-year-old with hot iron and knife in Oldham [69]

Source Item:
Four jailed for torturing 16-year-old with hot iron and knife in Oldham [70]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/09/2016
Summary:
Four teenagers tortured a 16-year-old boy with a hot iron before pouring lemon juice onto his burns and sexually
assaulting him.

Muslim Rape Gang Leader Loses Appeal Claiming All-White Jury Part of Anti-Islam
Plot [71]

Source Item:
Muslim Rape Gang Leader Loses Appeal Claiming All-White Jury Part of Anti-Islam Plot [72]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/09/2016
Summary:

The leader of a notorious Muslim grooming gang who preyed on girls as young as 13, has lost a bid
to have his convictions overturned after arguing the jury was part of a vast anti-Muslim conspiracy.
Shabir Ahmed, 63, is currently serving 22 years for preying on vulnerable teenagers on the street of Rochdale,
plying them with alcohol and drugs, as well as for 30 child rapes on a young Asian girl he treated as a
“possession” for more than a decade.

Muslim Rape Gangs: the Disturbing Role of Britain's Leading Child Welfare
Charity [73]

Source Item:
Muslim Rape Gangs: the Disturbing Role of Britain's Leading Child Welfare Charity [74]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
29/08/2014

Summary:
Among the more nauseating spectacles of the Rotherham child rape scandal has been the squirming evasion and
shameless attempts at face-saving by the various authority figures whose job it supposedly was to prevent such
horrors happening.

Man who 'kicked woman in face for wearing shorts' told police he would be 'less
aroused' if she had worn trous-ers [75]

Source Item:
Man who 'kicked woman in face for wearing shorts' told police he would be 'less aroused' if she had worn trousers
[76]
Country:
Turkey
News Date:
24/09/2016
Summary:
Abdullah Çakıroğlu was apparently heard saying: 'Those who wear shorts must die
“I thought she disregarded the values of our country and society and she did not show respect for herself and the
people around her with her clothing style. My spiritual side took over and I kicked her in the face.”

We force West Midlands Police to release secret report which confirms 'significant
similarities' with Rotherham scandal [77]

Source Item:
We force West Midlands Police to release secret report which confirms 'significant similarities' with Rotherham
[78]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/04/2015
Summary:

Problem profile reveals truth about grooming gangs in region, including 'majority of offenders are
typically Asian, of Pakistani origin'
Police have today been forced to publish a damning child sexual exploitation [79] problem profile document after
a Birmingham Mail campaign - and admitted 'significant similarities' to the Rotherham abuse scandal.

ISIS is trafficking dozens of sex slaves ‘to be sold in horrifying auctions to UK ally
Saudi Arabia’ [80]

Source Item:
ISIS is trafficking dozens of sex slaves ‘to be sold in horrifying auctions to UK ally Saudi Arabia’ [81]
Country:
Saudi Arabia
News Date:
20/09/2016
Summary:
SEX slaves captured by ISIS terrorists are being sold at sickening auctions in Saudi Arabia – a key UK ally – Sun
Online has been told.

'Easy Meat.' Britain's Muslim Rape Gang Cover-Up [82]


[82]

"The devil came over me" - Disgraced imam fled to India after raping young boy [83]

Source Item:
"The devil came over me" - Disgraced imam fled to India after raping young boy [84]

Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
23/09/2016
Summary:
When he told her why, she ran downstairs and told his father and, not knowing what to do, they contacted an
elder at the mosque who came to the house. The elder sensibly advised them to save the clothes the boy had been
wearing and not to wash them, and the following day he and the parents confronted Walile. He was banished to
India but secretly returned and when police went to find him they discovered he was living in Leicester.

Nigeria asks for UN help to find kidnapped school girls [85]

Source Item:
Nigeria asks for UN help to find kidnapped school girls [86]
Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
23/09/2016
Summary:

Security guards posted at pools to stop Muslim migrant assaults [87]

Source Item:
Security guards posted at pools to stop Muslim migrant assaults [88]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
08/09/2016
Summary:
Germany just announced [89] that its military will be teaming up with police in preparation for a possible Islamic
State attack.

Yazidi victim of ISIS: “I was gang-raped, they call this practice sexual jihad” [90]

Author(s):
Robert Spencer [91]
Jihad Watch [92]

Source Item:
Yazidi victim of ISIS: “I was gang-raped, they call this practice sexual jihad” [93]
Summary:
The seizure of Infidel girls and their use as sex slaves is sanctioned in the Qur’an. According to Islamic law,
Muslim men can take “captives of the right hand” (Qur’an 4:3, 4:24, 33:50). The Qur’an says: “O Prophet! Lo! We
have made lawful to you your wives to whom you have paid their dowries, and those whom your right hand
possesses of those whom Allah has given you as spoils of war” (33:50). 4:3 and 4:24 extend this privilege to
Muslim men in general. The Qur’an says that a man may have sex with his wives and with these slave girls:

Does ISIS Represent Islam? [94]


[94]
Summary:
- I myself was sentenced to prison for defending LGBT rights and being an atheist. also i'm an Ex-Muslim who
memorizes the whole Quran and studied the history of Islam and religion for years. so please don't say i don't
know about Islam, i know it better than you.
Please click through to the youtube page for sources and to support the
author: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKYLS6XOxs0

Imam sacked from mosque after being found guilty of groping woman [95]

Source Item:

Imam sacked from mosque after being found guilty of groping woman [96]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
05/09/2016

Iraqi Ayatollah Al-Haeri: People Who Will Oppose the Mahdi Will Become Slaves or
Slave Girls, Who Can Be Lent Out to Friends [97]

Author(s):
Memri [98]

Source Item:
Iraqi Ayatollah Al-Haeri: People Who Will Oppose the Mahdi Will Become Slaves or Slave Girls, Who Can Be Lent
Out to Friends [99]

Germany: Muslim migrants sexually assault women during rampage at party [100]

Author(s):
Robert Spencer [91]
Jihad Watch [92]

Source Item:
Germany: Muslim migrants sexually assault women during rampage at party [101]
Summary:
The seizure of Infidel girls and their use as sex slaves is sanctioned in the Qur’an. According to Islamic law,
Muslim men can take “captives of the right hand” (Qur’an 4:3, 4:24, 33:50). The Qur’an says: “O Prophet! Lo! We
have made lawful to you your wives to whom you have paid their dowries, and those whom your right hand
possesses of those whom Allah has given you as spoils of war” (33:50). 4:3 and 4:24 extend this privilege to
Muslim men in general. The Qur’an says that a man may have sex with his wives and with these slave girls: “The
believers must win through, those who humble themselves in their prayers; who avoid vain talk; who are active in
deeds of charity; who abstain from sex, except with those joined to them in the marriage bond, or whom their
right hands possess, for they are free from blame.” (Qur’an 23:1-6)
The rape of captive women is also sanctioned in Islamic tradition:



ISIS Sex-Slave Raping & Selling Girls (Full Documentary) [102]

[102]
Summary:
ISIS SEX SLAVE Real life of Women | ISIS not showing to World https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LNr-...
[103]

Turkey: Child Rape Widespread, Media Blackout [104]

Author(s):
Robert Jones [105]
Gatestone Institute [53]

Source Item:
Turkey: Child Rape Widespread, Media Blackout [106]
Summary:
The journalist who reported the rape for the newspaper Birgun, said that that he and the newspaper received
countless death threats on social media for reporting the case.
Turkey's constitutional court in July annulled a criminal code provision punishing all sexual acts involving
children under the age of 15 as "sexual abuse", giving a six-month period for parliament to draw up a new law.
The facts on the ground indicate that the sexual abuse of children in Turkey is extremely widespread and the
Turkish state authorities are not acting responsibly.
When Syrian babies and other children, as well as women, are being raped and treated horribly in Turkey, and
their abusers go free; when journalists covering these abuses are threatened; when publication bans are
imposed on the crimes committed against Syrians, and when criminals are given "good conduct abatement" by
courts, Turkey seems to be one of the last countries on earth to have the moral right to demand visa-free travel
in Europe or anywhere else.

Child refugee brides as young as 12 ordered to STAY with men they were forced to
marry [107]

Source Item:
Child refugee brides as young as 12 ordered to STAY with men they were forced to marry [108]
Country:
Netherlands (the)
News Date:
23/10/2015

'Easy Meat.' Britain's Muslim Rape Gang Cover-Up [109]

Author(s):
Dale Hurd [110]
CBN [111]

Source Item:
'Easy Meat.' Britain's Muslim Rape Gang Cover-Up [112]
Summary:
Some scandals are so massive that they're simply hard to believe. As many as one million white English children
may have been the victims of Muslim rape gangs, better known as grooming gangs, in towns up and down Great
Britain.

Muslim refugee rapes 10-year-old boy, says what he did is not a crime because it’s
acceptable in his homeland [113]

Source Item:
Muslim refugee rapes 10-year-old boy, says what he did is not a crime because it’s acceptable in his homeland
[114]
Country:
Australia
News Date:
01/09/2016
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